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        Vidisha Dutta: Amazing Person 
                     By: Anika Dutta 

 
 During this day of the pandemic 

there is one person in life who shines 
above the rest. That person is Vidisha 
Dutta. Helpful, smart,  hard-working, 
and caring are four words that describe 
Vidisha Dutta perfectly. 
    Born on June 13th, 2007, Vidisha 
Dutta is a 12 year old middle schooler 
who  attends  Sierra Vista Middle 
School online. With dark brown eyes 
and black hair,  the oldest of the Dutta 
girls also sports red glasses and an 
exceptionally big smile. Vidisha has 
one sister named Anika Dutta, and also, 
she is always trying to do her best and 
give it her all. 
     On another note, this marvelous 
middle schooler also does many 
exceptional things at home. By trying 
and making people feel relaxed, this 
twelve year old comforts others when 
they are stressed. She also tries to help 
her parents with dinner so her mom 
doesn’t have to have a  big  workload.  

This fabulous female not only 
tries to help with day to day tasks,but 
attempts to help others with their 
school work.  She does this by trying 
and making who she is helping 
understand what they need to do. 

    Saswati Dutta,  Vidisha’s 
mother had this to say about her, “ She 
is a great person.” 

     This spectacular twelve year old 
scholar is not also a person with a big  
heart, but a person with a big brain. She 
has all A’s in school and is extremely 
gifted when it comes to technology. In 
fact, in fourth grade she did her entire 
project about building a   California 
Missions on Scratch (a programming 
website). 
  Also, Vidisha Dutta is an 
amiable person at heart.  One time a 
close friend of hers was feeling 
miserable because she couldn’t see any 
of her peers  in person. Vidisha told her 
to look on the bright side, and from that 
day on that friend tries to  be 
optimistic.  
    She also plays board games with her 
family. 
         According to Johnson.k.edu, a 
reliable source, “Board games can 
gather families and friends together, 
across generations, to connect, compete 
and have fun.” Overall,  board games 
seem to  have many positive effects.  
     Finally, she tries to tell a joke 
everyday to make people laugh. 
     Vidisha is doing much good during 
these hard times of a pandemic.  

                                                                                     A picture of Vidisha Dutta 
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